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Abstract
Art is communication.
Objects are for making and giving.
Life is to be loved with others.
I work directly and swiftly with material to mark time and
labor.
This is a pathway to resolve suffering, to be present.
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It is strange how we deprive ourselves of the sensual world.
Dogma after dogma, intentional and manic oppressions
debilitate our resources to reach out and participate with one
another. Touch is a fundamental desire, though our needs are
frequently met voyeuristically through avatars and screens.
Touch is a language, a vocabulary; It is the syntaxes and
incantations of our bodies. Tactility is also presence, it
centers us when our minds flicker and follow catastrophic
thought patterns. I seek to communicate honestly and without
fear, to do this from the intuitive pulsating energy within my
body.
What is it about the smells of a lover and the ripples of their
flesh? What is the pleasure of sharing their curves, scars,
percolating veins under skin, callouses and warmth? When
you have laid next to them is it only their 'perfections' you
tally and qualify? What are those irresistible qualities, those
subtle, erratic and fabulous nuances of desires?
There are so many sticky ambiguitties about our bodies,
frequtly shunned but compltely undenial. Object making

allows me to empathize with myriad sensational human
experiences. This compassion is a pathway to produce
objects that declare their awkwardness and irregularities. I
desire to create objects that are inviting and curious, that
could open a space to reflect upon the viewer's own natural
gorgeous bizarreness.
What if you could accept yourself exactly as you are in this
moment? I wish for my objects to be a pathway of radically
witnessing the qualities of ourselves over which we do not
have complete control. Sensual suppression is a wasted
opportunity of what could cultivate towards an appreciation
for one's own inherent joyful absurdity.
Do you ever look at a flower lazily swaying in the wind of a
garden and damn that flower for not existing in its most
perfect state of ecstasy? Do you damn this flower for not
having grown high enough, nor having bared enough
petals? Could I ever be this garden? Could I ever perfect this
flower? Could I ever fully accept my own lacerating
damnations? I desire to be more and more in love with my
life. I want to die laughing.

